The smarts behind Roomba

• The Roomba j7+ with iRobot OS delivers greater levels of personalization, new home automations and the ability to get smarter over time – giving users a more intuitive cleaning experience and more time back in their day.

• The Roomba j7+ learns how you like to clean and automatically gives you personalized suggestions, even factoring in times when your home may need more frequent cleaning – like pet-shedding or allergy seasons.

• Since the Roomba j7+ remembers the specific rooms and times you like to clean, it can suggest personalized cleaning schedules, like in the kitchen after breakfast.

• The Roomba j7+ can also leverage other features powered by iRobot OS, such as Clean While I’m Away, Smart Map Coaching with Room Name Suggestions, Cleaning Time Estimates, Quiet Drive and Pet Lock.

• iRobot OS understands more voice commands than any other robot, with approximately 600 supported Alexa® and Google Assistant® commands – and Siri Shortcut Integration.
Automatic emptying, months at a time

- You don’t have to touch dust and dirt for months because the Roomba j7+ automatically empties into the base with an enclosed bag that doesn’t need to be replaced for up to 60 days – 2x as long as other brands claim. The bag traps dirt and debris for easy disposal without a dust cloud.
- The Roomba j7+ is designed to keep dirt and debris contained from the robot’s dustbin through to the Clean Base Dirt Disposal bag – catching particles as small as .7 microns to prevent the release of dirty air back into the home.
- The Roomba j7+ automatically empties and recharges as needed and continues cleaning until the job is done.

Tag Team: Roomba® vacuums, then Braava jet® mops

- Using Imprint Link Technology, the Roomba j7+ coordinates with the Braava jet m6 robot mop to deliver an extra level of clean by automatically vacuuming then mopping, without any effort from the user.
- Users can initiate a linked clean in the iRobot Home App, where they have the option to choose specific rooms for the robots to clean or an entire level of their home. The Roomba j7+ will go out and vacuum the selected area. Once the Roomba robot docks, the Braava jet m6 robot will leave its dock and begin mopping.

Designed to be in a class of its own

- The Roomba j7+ blends seamlessly into homes with its appealing spun metal finish and intuitive one-button design.
- The robot’s base has been redesigned from the ground-up to fit under tables and take up less space. The new look includes a premium, textured style and rich leather pull tab for the lid that reveals a hidden storage compartment for extra Clean Base bags.
- The Roomba j7+ offers the full iRobot robot vacuum cleaning experience with cutting edge, patented technology that sets Roomba apart from the competition, including:
  - A 3-Stage Cleaning System with Dual Multi-Surface Rubber Brushes to tackle dust, dirt, and pet hair on a variety of floor types; an Edge-Sweeping Brush for walls and corners; and 10x the Power-Lifting Suction that pulls in stubborn dirt and messes.
  - Patented Dirt Detect™ technology to focus on the especially dirty spots in the home.
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